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The Spice And Spirit Kosher Passover Cookbook
Illustrations and short rhymes for each letter of the alphabet introduce customs of
Passover as a family shares their Seder and recalls the history of the rites.
The Ultimate Guide to the One-of-a-Kind Flavors of the Middle East Delight your
senses and excite your palate as Yaniv Cohen, aka The Spice Detective, leads
you on a culinary tour through the exciting world of Middle Eastern
spices–including turmeric, cumin, sumac, za'atar, clove, cardamom, caraway,
baharat, coriander, dukkah, paprika, anise, nigella, allspice and cinnamon. With a
lineup of delicious recipes, Yaniv highlights each spice's unique flavor. In a blend
of traditional and modern cuisine, he expertly reveals the fullness of Middle
Eastern spices in such dishes as Baharat-Scented Lamb Loin with Mint Pesto,
Tunisian Caraway Carrot Salad, Cardamom Yemenite Beef Soup, CinnamonScented Moroccan Couscous with Dried Fruit, Fresh Strawberries Stuffed with
Clove-Spiced “Cheesecake” Mousse, Pan-Fried Cauliflower Steak in Nigella
Seed Batter and Spiced Coriander Banana Cookies. To anyone looking to add
vibrancy to their dishes: This cookbook belongs on your shelf.
An essential work for the newly observant on how to ease into a religious lifestyle
and maintain good family relations. This practical halachic guide discusses realPage 1/17
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life situations, such as dealing with parental requests that are contrary to Jewish
law, attending family ceremonies in non-Orthodox settings, and how to solve
kashruth dilemmas.
Chapters on developmentally appropriate practice; anti-bias education; God and
Spirituality; Torah; Israel; Hebrew; each of the Jewish holidays; secular holidays;
storytelling; music; life cycles; clergy and other important people; infants and
toddlers; non-Jewish teachers; interfaith families; keeping kosher at school; and
more.
Keeping Kosher and celebrating the Jewish holidays are given an added, joyful
dimension, with practical guidelines interwoven with spiritual insights into many
aspects of Jewish life and observance. Recipes range from traditional favourites
such as blintzes and chicken soup to Szechuan chicken, aduki-squash soup and
many other international, gourmet and natural specialties. All in a clear, easy-touse format with helpful symbols and numerous charts and illustrations.
Spice and SpiritThe Complete Kosher Jewish CookbookLubavitch Women's
Cookbook
“Walking into Jack’s Wife Freda feels like a big, warm hug. Maya and Dean
serve food you want to eat, anytime, any day. Though I’ll never stop parking
myself at their restaurants, I can’t wait to re-create their favorites (and mine) at
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home.”—Jessica Seinfeld, bestselling author of Deceptively Delicious, The Can’t
Cook Book, and Food Swings From Jack's Wife Freda, the New York City
neighborhood restaurants with a worldwide following, a gorgeously illustrated
cookbook filled with beloved recipes for accessible, delicious, and inventive
Jewish comfort-food cooking at home. Jack's Wife Freda, a pair of downtown
restaurants whose signs bear the illustrated face of their namesake grandma,
have become part of the epicenter of Jewish comfort-food dining in New York's
Greenwich Village. With their communal, casual vibe and detailed coziness, the
restaurants feel like home, and everyone--from the many local regulars to
thousands of tourists just passing through--is greeted like family by owners Maya
and Dean Jankelowitz, and their staff. And the food is another reason you never
want to leave. A tempting and imaginative meld of Jewish immigrant traditions
and recipes, the menu crafted by chef Julia Jaksic borrows from the Ashkenazi
and Sephardic dishes of the Jankelowitz's respective childhoods, along with the
flavors of South African and Israeli cooking. Fans line up on Carmine and
Lafayette Streets each morning for a taste of the legendary spicy baked
Shakshuka, Eggs Benny with Beet Hollandaise, or Rosewater Waffles with
Honey Syrup. The bustling lunch crowd digs into classics like Matzoh Ball Soup,
paired with new favorites like Peri-Peri Chicken Wings infused with African bird's
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eye chili, and Maya's Grain Bowl with Turmeric Tahini Dressing. Refreshing
daytime drinks including Cantaloupe Juice and Nana Tea give way to a signature
New York Sour at five o'clock, alongside an appetizer of Fried Zucchini Chips
with Smoked Paprika Aioli or Haloumi with Grapes. Dinnertime brings delectable
crowd-pleasers that home cooks will turn to again and again: Spiced Rack of
Lamb with Herbed Israeli Couscous, Duck Tagine, and Freda's Fish Balls. Malva
Pudding, Yogurt Panna Cotta with Rose Syrup and more are a perfect end to any
meal. Good food enjoyed with friends and family is the foundation of Jack's Wife
Freda, and Maya and Dean bring the same vibrant energy and love of great
cooking and healthful eating to their first cookbook. Whether you live around the
corner and pop in regularly for a favorite meal or look forward to an out-of-town
visit, this beautifully illustrated and user-friendly book makes it easy to eat from
Jack's Wife Freda all day, every day. Follow on Instagram @jackswifefreda.
100 updated classic and all-new Jewish-style recipes from a bright new star in the food
community
From Susie Fishbein, author of the most popular kosher cookbook series ever, comes a
tantalizing new volume tailored for the time constrained cook in all of us! Featuring the
high quality approach associated with the first three volumes, Fishbein serves up
uncompromisingly delicious recipes that are short on prep and long on taste and eye
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appeal. Destined to be a best seller, Short On Time may reinvigorate a treasured
American tradition: a home cooked evening meal together! Says Fishbein, ?This is the
book all my friends ? and their friends ? have been waiting for!? Features Include: 140
brand-new delectable recipes Full-color photo illustrates each finished recipe Clearly
stated prep and cooking times Speedy clean up Calls for common ingredients and
minimal cooking implements Easy to follow instructions Quick and easy table d'cor
ideas for entertaining Comprehensive cross-referenced index
A wonderfully unique and unexpected collection of desserts that showcase spice over
sugar, with 80 recipes that both reinvent classic sweets and introduce more unusual
spice-infused desserts. In Sugar and Spice, veteran food editor and recipe developer
Samantha Seneviratne invites readers to explore a bold new world of spice-centric
desserts. Each chapter centers on a different spice--some familiar, like vanilla,
cinnamon, and ginger; others less expected (especially in sweet preparations), such as
peppercorns, chiles, and cardamom. With fascinating histories, origin stories, and
innovative uses for each spice, this book will inspire readers to rediscover and re-stock
their spice drawers, and raise their desserts up to a whole new level of flavor.
Jamie Geller, “The Jewish Rachael Ray” (New York Times) and founder of the Kosher
Media Network, including Joy of Kosher with Jamie Geller magazine and
JoyofKosher.com, shares more than 200 ideas for fast, fresh family-friendly recipes,
each with tips on how to dress them up for entertaining or dress them down for
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everyday meals. Accompanied by gorgeous full-color photos, Joy of Kosher includes
original ideas for authentically kosher, foolproof, flexible recipes for scrumptious,
nutritious, and easy dishes—all with no slaving over a hot stove or rabbi required. Enjoy
such delectable dishes as Crystal Clear Chicken Soup with Julienned Vegetables and
Angel Hair (Dress It Down: Chicken Noodle Alphabet Soup), Garlic Honey Brisket
(Dress It Down: Honey Brisket Pita Pockets ), Butternut Squash Mac and Cheese
(Dress It Down: Mac and Cheese Muffin Cups) , and Gooey Chocolate Cherry Cake
(Dress It Up: Red Wine Chocolate Cherry Heart Cake). Plus, Jamie offers a whole
chapter on the art of making challah, 10 sweet and savory recipes, holiday menus, a
special Passover section.
"This is the first thorough study of the ArtScroll publishing 'phenomenon,' which is a
major force in contemporary English-speaking Jewish life. It is deeply and richly
informed by interdisciplinary work on semiotics, textuality and mediation. It will be quite
useful to those working in areas such as religion and media, contemporary Jewish
studies, history of print, sociology of religion, and American religion. And it should
fascinate those who are regular if not always uncritical users of ArtScroll
publications."--Jonathan Boyarin, University of North Carolina Chapel Hill "With
stunning clarity, wit and originality, Jeremy Stolow takes us into the deeply influential
but largely unexplored world of ArtScroll, a company that has cornered the market on
the publishing of Orthodox religious prayer books, as well as a host of related works
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from cookbooks to self-help texts. With ethnographic and scholarly skill, and his
characteristic attention to both detail and the big picture, Stolow reveals a social
universe that is astonishingly complex, political and profitable. This inviting and
groundbreaking book is a remarkable contribution to the fields of religion, media
studies, and Judaic studies."--Faye Ginsburg, New York University "Destined to
become the classical study of print, piety and politics in the digital age, Orthodox by
Design will force us to rethink many taken-for-granted assumptions about globalization,
secularization and orthodoxy. A comprehensive investigation of global publishing, it
offers fresh insight into the politics of translation, the emergence of a Jewish public
sphere and the expanding influence of Haredi intellectuals."--Bryan S. Turner, editor of
The Routledge International Handbook of Globalization Studies "Orthodox by Design is
a singular contribution to Jewish studies and the emergent field of religion and media.
Stolow's masterful account of the Artscroll enterprise and its reception shows how
materiality and media matter in the formation of religious sensibilities, practices, and
everyday life in the contemporary world."--Elizabeth A. Castelli, author of Martyrdom
and Memory: Early Christian Culture Making "This carefully crafted, imaginative study
of Artscroll offers a theoretically powerful perspective on the limitations of textual
approaches of 'book religions.' Its relevance far exceeds the field of Jewish studies. I
am thrilled by Stolow's deployment of 'design' as a key theoretical concept that leads
beyond usual oppositions of spirit/matter, content/form or message/medium. Located at
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the intersection of religious studies, media studies and social sciences, Orthodox by
Design is an outstanding, path-breaking intervention in broader debates about religion,
media and materiality."--Birgit Meyer, author of Aesthetic Formations: Media, Religion
and the Senses
Emmy nominated actress, New York Times bestselling author, and mom shares a
cookbook with her favorite vegan recipes, with nutritional information and advice from a
pediatrician. Actress Mayim Bialik shares the concerns of parents everywhere: when it
comes to nutrition and feeding your family, you want healthy meals, but also food that
everyone can enjoy, and a balanced lifestyle that's inexpensive and fuss-free. Not only
does Mayim share more than 100 easy plant-based recipes for dishes that are as
delicious as they you are healthy, she has also teamed up with pediatrician Jay Gordon
to offer: Basic nutritional information about a plant-based diet The real deal on raising
kids on a plant-based diet (myths, debunked) Vegan family essentials (including a list of
what to always keep in the pantry) Tips and strategies for easy meal planning and
healthy eating out And, of course, the food: you'll find recipes for Mayim's favorite
breakfasts, snacks, lunches, dinners, and desserts, including kid-approved meals like
build-your-own tacos and mac n cheez, Mediterranean and Asian-inspired salads that
parents will love, comfort-food classics like kugel and matzoh ball soup, and many
more.
The author of An Embarrassment of Mangoes offers “a mouthwatering slice of
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Caribbean culture” in this blend of travel memoir and cookbook (New York Post). While
sailing around the Caribbean, Ann Vanderhoof and her husband Steve track wild
oregano-eating goats in the cactus-covered hills of the Dominican Republic, gather
nutmegs on an old estate in Grenada, make searing-hot pepper sauce in a Trinidadian
kitchen, cram for a chocolate-tasting test at the University of the West Indies, and sip
moonshine straight out of hidden back-country stills. Along the way, they are befriended
by a collection of unforgettable island characters: Dwight, the skin-diving fisherman who
always brings them something from his catch and critiques their efforts to cook it; Greta,
who harvests sea moss on St. Lucia and turns it into potent Island-Viagra; sweet-hand
Pat, who dispenses hugs and impromptu dance lessons along with cooking tips in her
Port of Spain kitchen. Back in her galley, Ann practices making curry like a Trini, dog
sauce like a Martiniquais, and coo-coo like a Carriacouan. And for those who want to
take these adventures into their own kitchens, she pulls 71 delicious recipes from the
stories she tells, which she places at the end of the relevant chapters. The Spice
Necklace is a wonderful escape into a life filled with sunshine (and hurricanes),
delicious food, irreplaceable company, and island traditions.
Whether you've never picked up a knife or you're an accomplished chef, there are only
four basic factors that determine how good your food will taste. Salt, Fat, Acid, and
Heat are the four cardinal directions of cooking, and they will guide you as you choose
which ingredients to use and how to cook them, and they will tell you why last minute
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adjustments will ensure that food tastes exactly as it should. This book will change the
way you think about cooking and eating, and help you find your bearings in any kitchen,
with any ingredients, while cooking any meal. -Reb Elemelech Tress his era, Hatzalah, and the building of an American orthodoxy.
Here, in one compact volume, is an illuminating survey of Jewish folkways on five
continents. Filled with fascinating facts and keen insights, The Jewish Cultural Tapestry
is a richly woven fabric that vividly captures the diversity of Jewish life. All Jews are
bound together by the common thread of the Torah and the Talmud, notes author
Steven Lowenstein, but this thread takes on a different coloration in different parts of
the world, as Jewish tradition and local non-Jewish customs intertwine. Lowenstein
describes these widely varying regional Jewish cultures with needlepoint accuracy,
highlighting the often surprising similarities between Jewish and non-Jewish local
traditions, and revealing why Jewish customs vary as much as they do from region to
region. We visit the great Ashkenazic and Sephardic cultures of Europe and the
Mediterranean; the unique Jewish cultures of Iraq, Persia, Ethiopia and Yemen; the
little-known cultures of the Bukharian Jews of Central Asia, the Cochin Jews of India,
and the Kaifeng Jews of China. We read about regional religious practices, wedding
ceremonies and marriage customs; different traditions of Jewish music and Jewish
dress; and the origins of Jewish names. Lowenstein also surveys Jewish cuisine
around the world, offering easy-to-prepare traditional recipes, ranging from kugel and
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blintzes to Malawach from Yemen, T'beet from Iraq, Mina de Cordero from Turkey, and
Passover Soup from Uzbekistan. From Europe to India, Israel to America, The Jewish
Cultural Tapestry offers an engaging overview of the customs and folkways of a people
united by tradition, yet scattered to the far corners of the earth. Packaged in an
attractive large format, this beautifully illustrated volume would be a meaningful gift for
the holidays.
Guide to Passover: preparing the house, Passover cooking laws, candle lighting ,
preparing for the Seder, and both traditional and creative recipes that are strictly kosher
for Pesach, insights, and with hsymbols charts, and illustrations.
Exotic Sephardi/Mizrahi cuisine from the Malabar coast of India, as developed or
adapted by an ancient community of Jews who landed there 2000 years ago. These
Jews are called Cochinis and most of them live today in Israel. Spices, especially the 3
Cs - cardamom, cinnamon and cumin - along with coconut, coriander and pepper
dominate their cooking. The book contains plenty of fascinating historical notes along
with the recipes. This book on Cochini Jewish cooking is the first of its kind in the world.
Jewish humor and horror short story collection
Back-to-basics book, filled with hundreds of hearty, simple recipes -- everything from
griddle cakes, shrimp Creole and mulligatawny soup to cheese fondue, oyster a la
poulette, and a variety of ethnic dishes.

'Mother & Daughter Jewish Cooking' brings together two generations of Jewish
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cookery. In her popular and authoritative style, internationally acclaimed food
writer the late Evelyn Rose takes the hassle out of preparing for all those family
occasions that are so central to Jewish life.
Author, Kenden Alfond has created a menu for every Jewish holiday that
provides the peace of mind and confidence that comes from serving healthy
foods while creating cherished memories. The Jewish Food Hero Cookbook is
Alfond's contribution to the Jewish community's efforts to increase the amount
healthy foods found on our tables. All the recipes in this cookbook use completely
plant based food (no animal products) and everyday kosher parve ingredients.
Cooking healthy holiday meals can be a form of creative expression, self-care,
and love. Beautifully photographed and filled with endearing stories of the
author's inspiration behind each holiday menu, The Jewish Food Hero Cookbook
is not just about the food and the final presentation. It's also about how you feel
leading up to the holiday, and the ambiance one wants to create from day one of
preparation. It's about experiencing the holiday itself and creating beloved
memories with your family. Pairing both traditional and modern, healthy food, the
goal of this book is to prove that together we can create a new and healthy food
future for the Jewish people, one that is connected to the most beautiful of
Jewish traditions while being grounded in the present.
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When Iberian Jews were converted to Catholicism under duress during the
Inquisition, many struggled to retain their Jewish identity in private while
projecting Christian conformity in the public sphere. To root out these heretics,
the courts of the Inquisition published checklists of koshering practices and
"grilled" the servants, neighbors, and even the children of those suspected of
practicing their religion at home. From these testimonies and other primary
sources, Gitlitz & Davidson have drawn a fascinating, award-winning picture of
this precarious sense of Jewish identity and have re-created these recipes, which
combine Christian & Islamic traditions in cooking lamb, beef, fish, eggplant,
chickpeas, and greens and use seasonings such as saffron, mace, ginger, and
cinnamon. The recipes, and the accompanying stories of the people who created
them, promise to delight the adventurous palate and give insights into the
foundations of modern Sephardic cuisine.
There's something about food -- the way it looks, the way it smells, the way it
tastes, and especially the way it makes us feel -- that sets it apart from everything
else we experience every day. Few of life's other necessities offer as much
pleasure, and few of life's other pleasures seem as necessary. It's no wonder,
then, that so many of us daydream about the dishes we'd most like to serve and
savor -- or that food figures so prominently in our most enduring memories of the
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past. Emphasizing fresh, seasonal ingredients and dishes that look as
sensational as they taste, the food featured here is certain to stir your senses.
The Kosher Palette is richly illustrated with more than seventy full color
photographs to complement over 300 recipes. The recipes are generously
detailed and designed to minimize preparation and maximize aesthetic impact.
The Kosher Palette celebrates the singular role of food in our lives -- the
innumerable ways in which its hues and flavors, its textures and aromas, can
bring us joy even as they bring us together. Book jacket.
In this enchanting cookbook, best-selling author Susie Fishbein presents
fabulous new recipes, imaginative ideas, and creative nuances of entertaining
that translate into unforgettable parties. As in her previous book, Kosher by
Design, Susie's sparkle and expertise make this a delightful, down-to-earth guide
you will want to read over and over. The gracious settings, the diverse party
formats, the luscious cuisine, and, of course, the magnificent photography make
this a volume you will refer to again and again.
A true milf is confident, sexy, and radiates natural femininity. By eating whole,
plant-based foods, you, too, can find balance and dynamic health, and unleash
your inner MILF. It’s simple: you are what you eat. So, to fulfill your true potential
for health, happiness, and MILFiness, it’s best to avoid refined sugars,
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processed foods, dairy, and meat. But it’s not as scary as it sounds, and you’ll
soon discover why. With recipes like Lemony Quinoa Salad; Oven- Roasted Root
Vegetables with Garlic, Cumin, and Herbs; Edamame Dip; and Poached Pears
with Raspberry Sauce, the MILF Diet is not only easy to follow, it’s delicious and
slimming, too. Jessica Porter has been a teacher of healthy cooking and
hypnotherapy for over fifteen years, and she brings her wealth of knowledge to
The MILF Diet in the form of holistic philosophy, mouth-watering recipes, and a
fun and digestible enumeration of the health benefits of MILFy foods. By eating
the whole, natural, and tasty foods of the MILF Diet, you’ll not only turn back the
clock and find inner balance, you’ll strengthen your immune system and reduce
your risk of serious disease. You’ll learn why seaweed makes your skin dewy
while keeping your hair strong and lustrous, and discover how to harness peak
physical energy and mental clarity from whole grains. The best part is, the MILF
Diet is simple, delicious, and totally lifechanging.
This extraordinary bible of kosher baking breathes fresh life into parve desserts
and breads
100 Easy, must-have Jewish recipes for any occasion Jewish food is steeped in diverse
cultural traditions, featuring a wide array of ingredients, flavors, and textures from all over the
world. Capture the essence of this one-of-a-kind cuisine with The Essential Jewish Cookbook,
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filled with easy recipes for classic Jewish dishes made simple and modern. From Challah
French Toast and Classic Potato Latkes to Adafina and Doro Wot, these recipes highlight the
breadth and depth of Jewish cuisine from different regions. You'll find tips and tricks for getting
the most out of each recipe, from preparing certain steps in advance to swapping ingredients
for making dishes kosher. The Essential Jewish Cookbook includes: A culinary history--Learn
more about where these recipes come from with a historical journey through Jewish cuisine,
from the Middle East, to Europe, North Africa, the Americas, and beyond. Holiday
menus--Discover simple holiday menus that offer a starting place for planning memorable
meals and forming your own delicious traditions. Dietary labels--Explore vegetarian, kosher,
and gluten-free recipes with labels that make it easy to find dishes that will work for everyone.
From weeknight dinners to holiday feasts, create delectable meals the whole family will love
with this traditional Jewish cookbook.
Step-by-step instructions for the seven core doughs of Jewish baking. Jewish baked goods
have brought families together around the table for centuries. In Modern Jewish Baker, Sarna
pays homage to those traditions while reinvigorating them with modern flavors and new ideas.
One kosher dough at a time, she offers the basics for challah, babka, bagels, hamantaschen,
rugelach, pita, and matzah. Never one to shy away from innovation, Sarna sends her readers
off on a bake-your-own adventure with twists on these classics. Recipes include: Chocolate
Chip Hamantaschen Tomato-Basil Challah Everything-Bagel Rugelach S’mores Babka
Detailed instructions, as well as notes on make-ahead strategies, ideas for using leftovers, and
other practical tips will have even novice bakers braiding beautiful shiny loaves that will make
any bubbe proud.
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After highly successful outings with her first two books, Sharon Lurie, aka the Kosher
Butcher’s Wife, decided that it was time to make it official and combine the influences of her
culinary heritage as both a kosher cook and a proud South African. As she says, South African
cuisine is as deliciously diverse as its inhabitants, from the many indigenous peoples to the
waves of immigrants and settlers who have made the southern part of Africa their home. In A
Taste of South Africa with the Kosher Butcher’s Wife, Sharon Lurie takes you on an adventure
through South Africa’s diverse and iconic dishes, but with traditional Jewish culinary twists.
The mouth-watering recipes often include non-dairy options. And don’t think because Sharon
is the Kosher Butcher’s Wife that she only thinks about meat dishes; there are ideas from
starters to sweets with everything in between. An in her inimitable style, Sharon will keep you
laughing along the way.
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